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SUMMARY: (SANYF/NC) AN IRANIAN ARMS DELEGATION REMAINS IN BEIJING FOR DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN IRANIAN AIR FORCE REPRESENTATIVES AND XINSIDAI ON THE PURCHASE OF F7 AND F8 AIRCRAFT. AN IRANIAN NAVAL DELEGATION WILL ARRIVE BEIJING ON 9 NOVEMBER 88.

TEXT: 1. (SANYF/NC)

HASHEMI REMAINS IN BEIJING WITH AN IRANIAN DELEGATION. THE DELEGATION CONSISTING OF SIX OR SEVEN MEMBERS OF THE IRANIAN AIR FORCE IS CONTINUING DISCUSSIONS WITH XINSIDAI REPRESENTATIVES ON THE PURCHASE OF CHINESE F7 AIRCRAFT. THAT HASHEMI HAS NOT BEEN ACTIVE IN THE NEGOTIATIONS AND HAS LEFT THE DETAILS TO HIS SUBORDINATE, MR ((AMIDI)).

2. (SANYF/NC) XINSIDAI REPORTEDLY HOSTED A FUNCTION AT THE JIANGUO HOTEL FOR THE MEMBERS OF THE IRANIAN DELEGATION. NO FURTHER INFORMATION ON CHINESE PARTICIPANTS WAS AVAILABLE.

3. (SANYF/NC) THAT AN IRANIAN NAVAL DELEGATION IS SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE IN BEIJING ON 9 NOVEMBER. THE SUBJECT OF THE IRANIAN NAVAL DELEGATION'S INTEREST WAS NOT DISCLOSED.

COMMENTS: 1. (SANYF/NC) STATES THAT HE BELIEVES THAT HASHEMI IS ACTING VERY ERRATICALLY. HASHEMI'S SECRETARY LEFT BEIJING BECAUSE OF HASHEMI'S BEHAVIOR. THE MAJOR RESPONSIBILITY FOR NEGOTIATING FOR THE IRANIANS HAS BEEN LEFT WITH MR. AMIDI BECAUSE OF HASHEMI'S MENTAL STATE. FURTHER CLAIMS THAT HE AND HASHEMI ARE NO LONGER ON SPEAKING TERMS.

2. (SANYF/NC) NO REASON FOR PROBLEMS WITH HASHEMI.
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